In Forever Numerology, Lynn Buess again takes a gigantic leap for numerology with extraordinary new insights and methods of interpretation. This volume will define new standards for years to come. In this book, he works some of his insights for recognizing dysfunction into the interpretation of numerology in the hopes of awakening new seekers to the dark side of the self. Once you recognize this dark side, you have the possibility of working it out of your life. “Numerology Forever” is my favorite book on this subject for several reasons:

- Lynn Buess’ rich history of experience and knowledge makes him a master in the art of Numerology.
- This book is the culmination of Buess’ extensive knowledge and experience all wrapped into one resource.
- I was sold with the chapters on cosmology and consciousness, a focus that has been a guiding light for Buess’ work.

Welcome to your own personalized numerology portrait. Lynn Buess presents your life, in numbers. There are many similar offerings in the market place today, and you may wonder what is it that separates this unique edition from all of the others? The author of this original work has well over 50 years of experience as a student and practitioner of numerology. He has three accredited degrees in psychology from two major university systems.